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Remotely sp:nsed i magery from space hdB typi r.al l y been 
done by platforms u sing on l y one portion of the 
electromagnetic Bpect::::-um. The SIR-CjX - SA:< Space Shuttle 
ml ssion, however, hdd the unique opportun i ty to obt.ain 
v i Bible imagery and synthetic aper tu re radar data fro:n the 
same plat !: orm . SA.."'<. and v i sible images of Nor[e>l k Navy BaBe 
if! Norfolk, Virgin i a were s uccessful l y merged and analyzed, 
demor:strating that cO'l\bining the information from n .. o 
different parts of t. he e l e ctromag:1etic spectrum increases 
the u sef'..l l information COl"'.tent of an i mage . Pri ncipal 
component Analysis on the radar dat:a demons t rated successful 
ddta reduction and feature e xtraction. Attempts at 
unsupervised c la tw ification us ing neura l network analysis 
wer e less success f ul. 
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The Department o[ Defense has a continuous need for 
re'TIotely sensed tactical lllformatioll in areas inaccesslble 
to friend l y forces. sinoe 1960, this ha5 been done fro~, 
space as wel l as from ai:::'"craft. The spacecorne p lat[orm5 
performing this mission have uS '.lal l y dene so u5ing only one 
part i cular portien o[ t~e electromagnetic spectrum . There 
have been sensors that span beth tn.e i nfrared and the 
visible wavele:1gchs b u t there have been few spaceberne 
sensors dedicated te imag ir:g vast l y d i ffere:lt portions of 
the e leotromagnetic spectrum cOI'.:currently , such as the 
mic:::'"owave or radar portion of the spectrum, wi th waveler:gths 
in the centimeter region, and the visible port:ion o f the 
spectrum, with wavelengths in the hundreds of nanometers 
reglon. The Spaceborne Imaging Radar (S I R-C) missiou.s flown 
in April and Cctober at 1994 un the Space Shuttle Endeavour, 
however, had the unique opportunity to provide coincident 
data from the SIR - C synthetic aperture radar, au.d the 70 mm 
mediurr, fo rmat cameras mounted i ns ide tn.e shuttle . Th is 
thesis e xplored the precess of IT'.erging the two sets of data 
digitally to determine whether co mbining the visible and 
micro wave portions at the electromagnetic spectrum provides 
more useful information than the individual parts. These 
combined data sets we:::e analyzed using P:::incipal Component 
Analysis and a ne ura l network classif ier in o:::der classify 
areas on the earth's surface. 
Speci f ically, iIT'ages of the Norfolk Ndval 3ase in 
Ncr':o l k, virginia were investigated, Clssuming. as in d 
tacticdl warfare situation, that terrain and obj ect 
cldssification m1..: st be done with l imited available ground 
truth. 
II . BACKGROUND 
HISTORY OF REMOTE SENSING IN THE VISIBLE WAVELENGTHS 
Remc te senOling i s defined as the acqulllit ~ on of 
in f ormation about i;ln ob j ect without be i ng in direct contac '.:: 
' ... ith it (Elachi, 1987). Tn t:-te sc ientific cO!'lm,mity, it has 
evo l v ed over t i me to mean the :::-emote collec tion of 
inforr:tation r eli;lted in some ' ... ay to the e arth's nat u ::::-al 
re80urces 0::::- env~ronme:1t (Slater, 1 980). rhe h i story of 
remote sensing, oo' ... ever , demonst::::-ates that improvements in 
capability have all been a function of technological 
advancements, many of them dr ive n by the need for bette:::-
mi l i. tary reconna i ssance. 
The hlsto:::-y of remote sensing began with aeria l 
photography in 1858 when Gaspa::::-d 'l'o\lrna chon succeeded in 
taking a ;')alloor. phot ograph of t: he v il lage Bievre, near 
Par i s, France. This historic event ' ... as due pri~arily to toe 
invention of the wet plat e process of photographic 
development, invented in 1851, which al l owed e xposures of 
less then a coup l e o f seconds to be a suitab l e means of 
photography . Still, an exposed plate required very still 
conditions and needed to be deve l oped within twenty min'.ltes 
o f exposure. (Ne, ... hal1, 1969) 
This new science of obtaining airborne imagery was 
exploic.ed dur i ng the civ i l Wi;lr, most notab l y by the ,Jnion 
General George McClellan, who used it to survey Confederate 
positicns in virginia (Avery and Berlin. 199),) . 
The i nvention of the dry p:ate process of photographic 
deve:opment i:1 1 871 allcwed the next great improvement in 
aerial photography. Dry plates did not:. have to be developed 
immed:::'ately and t.heir exposure time was reduced to smal l 
['::dctions of a second, GO times fas ter than the wet plate 
process. This a l lowed much h igher qua l ity images due to the 
reduced exposure time and T:lany more images pe.:: [light, since 
they could be developed once on the ground. (Newhall, 19(9) 
As lens, fi lm, and camera tecbnology oecame more 
advanced, smaller, and lighter, cameras were attached to 
smal l er less e xpensive balloons, ki.tes, and even pigeons . 
In 19 1 2, ,Tulius Neubronner successful l y attached cameras as 
light as 2 1/2 ounces to pigeons i n Cronoerg, Germany 
(Newhall, 1969) 
The development of the airplane was t he technological 
advancement t hat al l o' .... ed phctographers t.o take pictures of a 
particular predetermined site, instead of being at tbe mercy 
of the wind or a bird . The first. recorded else of aircraft 
obtai:1 photography ' .... as in 1 909 when Wilbur Wright fIe' .... a 
camera over Centote l li, Italy . This method of remote 
sensing was wide l y used and iT:lproved cut ct necessity during 
World Wars I and I I. Tr.e primary advancement s in tec:'lnology 
during 'I'/or:d War II were t.he automation of the film 
a dvancement in t.he camera, and the speed of the film 
processi!lq. By 1943 , it was standard for a I':osqelitoe 
rec8nnaissGlnce aircraft to carry chree cameras each wich 500 
fUm negatives. (Newhall, 1969) 
l\.erial ph8t8graphy reached new heights after wor l d War 
II as a m:' SS.lon of V- 2 rockecs chat were capcured from 
Germany. I n a:1 cxperimerx performed by the App l ied Physics 
Labora t 8ry 8f The ,Tohn Hopkins Uni versity, a 35 mm motion 
pic ture carr.era was launched :1n a V- 2 rocket from the White 
Sands Proving Grou nd in New Mexico in 1946. The camera took 
contin'..lous picc"..lres during ascent and descent and ' .... as 
ejecled from tr.e r o cket during des c ent at approximately 
25, 000 f eet . This was a [Jrecursor to the f ilm return method 
used by satel l ites in subsequent decades. An At l as rocket 
carried a camera co 100 miles in 1959 . These rocket 
p l atforms, nowever, did not rema i n in space long enough to 
take photos during any time o t her lhan the ascent and 
descenc . The deve l opment of or'oiting satellites allowed the 
firsl sustained spaceborne remote sensing platform, the 
Exp l orer VI, to be l aur,ched in September of 1.959 . (Newhal l , 
1.969) 
The images from the ::;:xplorec VI i nsp i red the 
development of dedicated metecro l ogy sate l lites. The first 
of lnese , TI:<'OS (Te l evision and In::rared Observing 
Satellite), was a series of ten satellites, launched f com 
1960 t o 1965. TeRaS was ir~;Jroved upon i n suhsequent 
met:eoro l ogical sate l lite i3ystf"ms. The essential imagery of 
real t it':le weather. short range prediction, and l ong range 
forecasts continued to be provided by the fo ll.o·"'ing 
systems; Environment a l Science Services Administration, 
(ESSA), t~e Improved T1ROS Operating Sys tem, (ITOS), and 
TIROS - N. (Al l iRol:. a:1d Scr.napf, 1983) 
Concurrent l y, the development oE mi l itary 
reconnaissance capability 'Nas also being applied to orbiting 
satell i te platforms i:1 the top secret. CORONA program . 
August of 196G, the KI-i - 1 camera system launched on CORONA 
[1".is sion 9 009 successful l y returned film in a re-e:1try 
veh i cl e wh i ch was captured in mid - air by a U .S. Air Force 
C - 119 aircraft . The KH - 1 came!"a r.ad a resolu t ion capanility 
of 12 meters, providing this first success f ul mission 'NitI'. 
ove r 4 . 1 million square ki lometers o f Soviet Union 
reconna~ssance coverage . In the heat of the Co l d War , rapid 
advancements 'Nel'e made to the reconnaissance camera systems. 
~ost significant ly, camera control, col or fi l m type and 
metering, faster lens systems, and spacecraft therma l 
control contributed to improvements in imaging systems . The 
KH - 4B camera system ach i eved a resolution capability of t wo 
l:let e rs in Se ptc!:lber of 1967. (:-1cDona l d, 1995) 
Remote sensing from optica l systems continued to 
diversify among spaceborne plat f orms for severa l reasons, 
most obviol:. s ly because a much larger area could be imaged 
without t~e distortion of a wide angle l ens . Also, the 
orbital mechanics of spacecraft a l lowed for constant or 
repetitive observations . (Slater, 19 80) 
I n 1965 the Defense Meteorologica l Sa t ellite Program 
(DMSP) was orig .ln;J.ted 'NitI'. Lhe objective to obtai.n and 
disse minate worl d wide meteoro l ogical data on a dai l y hasis . 
The payload cons is ted of two vidicon cameras which provided 
TV plctures with a reso l ut ion of 2. 4 km. Relay satellites 
t ra:1smitted real t ime data to a data reconstruction Bite. 
I n 1987. upgraded Bl oc k 5 f.:;eries D:-1SP satellites ca!:'ried a 
passive mic rowave raciiometer, (SSM/I), in the first 
spacebcrne attempt to comb~ne both .!:-eflecte::i and emitted 
e:1ergy in cloud analysis. This passive microwave sensor 
opera ted in the :c and Q ban::is, sensing wavelengths fro m 8. 1 
to 1 5 . 5 mm. (Kramer, 1 992) 
In 197:<, NASA launched the first Landflat satel l ite, 
which ''''a8 hh;torically significant for the fact that it 
p-r;-' CllCe::i dig ital imagery . Digita l imagery i s far more 
amenJble to computer processing tech:1iques than analog 
imagery, allowing contrast enhancenents and feature 
extraction no t necess d rily recognizaole by the human eye 
(Stra. '..n and Engle , 1992) . At the tiF.le the satell ite was 
called the Ea-::th Resources Techno l ogy Satel li te, ( ERTS~l) . 
Its primary payload waf.:; the Multi - Spectral Scanr.er, (MSS), 
, .... hich operated i n four spectral bands from .5 to 1 .1 !-1m, 
incluliing the near i n frared. Subseqt:ent l y, Landsat 2 
through La n d sat 5 have been successfu1ly launc hed , with the 
l ast t' .... o LJ ndsats carrying the Thema t i c Mappe-r, (TM ) , as the 
9rimary PJyload. The TM is a. scanni:1g optical se,lsor t :'1at 
i nc reased the ~cso lution capabi l it y of Landsat from 79 
meter" to 30 mete rs and increased the n umber of operating 
spectra l ba!lds to seven i n the visible and in frayed regions , 
from . 45 to 2.35 !-1m . Landsat h as been a major supp l ier of 
earth image!"y for both scientific and military appl i cat.icris 
cver the course of its lifetime . (Gupta, 19911 
Continuing improvements in launch vehicle capability 
permitted satellites to reach geostationary a l titudes . Th is 
allowed continuous observation from a single p l atform that 
covered almost a third 0: the earth's surface. I n 1 974, The 
Nationa l oceanographic and Atmospr:eric Assc::>ciation (NOAA), 
began to launc h the Geostationary Operational Environrr.ental 
Sa t e l l ites, (GOES) , to take advantage of this capability as 
a geostaticr:ary metecro l cgica l satellite cOEstel l ation The 
primary payload, Vis i b l e Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer, 
(V I SSR), operates with 8 visible channe l detectors and 12 
spectral bands of infrared informatioI'.. (Kramer, 1992) 
The latest major optical senso!" system in orbit is the 
French SPOT satelli t e constel l at.ion (systeme Probatoire 
d'Observation de la Terre). SPOT · 1 was launched in 1986, 
and carries a High Resolution Visible sensor, (ERV) , as its 
primary payload . The HRV operates in three spectral bands 
which c ove!" the 'lisible '",avelengths f!"orr, . 5 to . 89 u rn, 
'""ith a resolution of 20 meters . There is also a 
panchromatic mode (black and white imagery) which has a 
spatial reso l ution of ten meters, and covers t he portion of 
L"1e 'lisib l e spect!"urr. from . 51 to . 7 3 ~l m. S?OT has 
inc!"eased commercially available resolution capability and 
made possible the digita l merging o f its panchromatic band 
with other sensors to increase their spat:ial reso l ution 
capability as wel l . This ;Jrocess is addressed late~ in this 
thesis . (:<ra:ner, 1 9 92) 
HISTORY OF REMOTE SENSING IN MICROWAVE WAVELENGTHS 
:<.adar all a remote sensing too l has its origins in Real 
Aperture Siee Looki:1g Radar, (SLAR) , deve 10ped in the early 
1 950 ' s. This '"",as the reS'..llt of advan:::es i n <:lntenna de8 i gn, 
mi crowave componen ts, ar.d radar r e:::ord i ng techniques 
developed to provide h l gh resolu t ion imagery useful for 
mi lit<J.ry reconnaisllance . (Moore, 19 B3) 
SLA.R systems do not have f i ne resolution cilpabi l ity 
f rom long range, s ince the alo:1g track range re8o l ut i on, 
(r, ), is a function of t he radar wave l ength, (/.) , the 
antenna length, (D), and the r ange to the ta r get, (R): 
3qu<:lt i on 2.1 
Thi.s limitation led to the development of synthetic aperture 
radar, (SAR) , ',dlicn has no range or ,,,,'avelength dependence or. 
the a l ong track resolution or the ccoss trilck re solut .: on . 
FOl;" SY:lthetic aperturf' radar t. he resolution can approach the 
fo l l owing theoretical limit: 
Equation 2.2 
'.fh i :;; feature m<:lkes SA..".. systems part i culilrly at t ractive for 
::"ong r anqe and 8pace ba8ed radar remot e s ~ nsing 
appl i cations. (l.'Joore, 1983 ) 
The first SAR in:ag i ng system :As e d i n eacth orb i t was 
the oceanographic satell ite Seasa t , launched in 1978. 
Seac:at carried 30:1 L'Dand SAR, ope:cating at app:coxima.tely 
1.28 8E~, W.'..L1 ci 25 meter ~ef;oll~::ion capanility. ':':"1e :cadar 
traesm-'--t::ed a:1c. received :"1or-'--zontally polar-'-zed 
e=--ectror:Lag:1etic wavec: and had a 20 rlegrep look 0.Lgie 
rela:.:.ive Lo the ver:.:.ical. Seasat ']eneratec. or.Ly days of 
opera::-'-o:1al data :Cefore a p8wer fa.ilure e:1r.en it.s l:li'o;sion, 
however Lhls da::a was L:.t;en extensively in ice and oeear. 
·no:l-'-tor-'-:l,]. (Kramer, _992) 
The next spaceborr.e 3AR was the Shuttle I:na.gi:1g Radar, 
(SIR-A) launched 0:1 the Space S:"1uttle 'n Nove:n:Ocr ot 1981 
with the missiQ:l of evaluating SAR as a -::001 for geological 
rr.a:9plng. This radar was a=--so an L-band K{ radar. It. ha.d a 
resol"J:-_ior. cell s:"ze of a.pprox-'-mately 40 meLer.,> and a 47 
,1cgree look a.ng~e. (Simonett, 1983) 
SIR-G was launched on tr.e Space Shu::tle -'-n October of 
This was the f:"rst spa.ceborne SAR ca.pa.ble of va.ry:"nq 
the radar ~_ook angle a:-_ the eart.r.' s sc.rfaee. Tt.e three ~ ook 
a:1gl es of 28 0 , .15 0 , a:ld 58 0 were ar.a~y;,:ed in an atLe:npt to 
u:1dcrsLand the complexity of mlcrowave bac:-cscatLer a:.:. 
varying radar incidence angles. SI~-B improved the 
resolution cell size of -::r_8 radar pixe=--s to 25 meters. 
':LClano-Garcia and Hoffer, 1993) 
Numcroc.G papers :"1aV8 Deen wri::te:l '.Is:"n'] resul::s from 
t.:"1e SAlI. systems 8:1 :-_r_e Sr:;c-A a.nd SIR-3 ah".l:tle nissions. 
T:"1e ::lost compre:'lens::'ve sO".lrce of ::hese SA.-:;: referer.ces fO".lnd 
i:l ::r_8 searcr_ for backgro'.Il:d 'naterial if; ':'ocated 0:1 t.he N;\SA 
Jet. Propuls:"8n Lab, (JPL} :"1ome page 0:1 ::he World Wide "'cb. 
Or.e publication or. forest =-ype c=--ass:"fication :Cy 
Lozano - Ga!:'cia and Ho fte r [1 993J, is reviewed fur t her i:1 this 
chapter. 
Each of the first two SIR missions was f l own with a 
Large Fo::-mac Came!:'a, (::"Fcl, on board the space shuttle . 
This 450 kg camera gene!:'ated an imag~ fornat size of 23 x 1;6 
centimecen; and had a resolution capability of 15 meters. 
In a comprehensive literatu::-e revi.e w, seve::-al cechnical 
papers ''''r ict en on the earth oDservacion i.magery of the LF C 
we::-e found frOD a search of t r.e NASA Technica l Repo!:'t Server 
at the following Wo!:' l d Wide Web add!:'ess: 
http://techrepo!"ts . larc.nasa . gov/cgi-bin/NT''-S ; :"1owever, no 
publi cations we::-e found which addressed me rging of synthetic 
aperture radar and LFC v i 5i ble data. 
The most rec~nt ly l aunched unmanned orbiting SAR 
p l atforms are the ERS - l and :.he J2RS-l, la'Jnched in 1991 
and 1992 respeccively. Th~ European Remoce Sensing 
Satellite , (2RS - 11, has an imaging mode capable of 30 meter 
resolut ion ].::.sing c - nand vv polarization radar at a n 
inc":'dence angle of 23" . The Japanese Ea!:'th Resources 
Satell ite, (JERS - l), has an 1 8 met.er resolution capabili:'y, 
using L- band HH polarization at. a loo:-t angle of 35 . 2°. 
Scv!"ra l pl.::.!:;lications using the ERS- 1 data a!:'e li fJ :.ed on 
lhe Jk'L document menti.oned above. One nape::- by R . M. Eoffer 
[1994], applied to the c l ass i fication cf Eucalypcus tree 
st<.lIlcis is reviewed la:.cr i:, t his cha!=ltcr. A set of compact 
discs of excel l ent JERS imagery was re l eased by the :"1ational 
Space Deve l opme:1t Agency of Japan in 199"" . 
C. SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR-C AND X BAND SYNTHETIC 
APERTURE RADAR (SIR-C/X-SAR) 
The synthetic apert'.lre radar data used in this a r.alysis 
waD provided by the Shu t tle I maging Radar, SIR-C/XSAR . 'I'~"1is 
radar waD flown on Space Shuttle flights STS - 59 ar-d STS - G8 
in Apri l and October of 1994 . The radar consists of an 
antenna struct'.lre and associated hardware designed to fit 
within the payload bay of tLe Space Shuttle. The antenna is 
a 12 x 3.7 me:::er, 10,500 kg array of separate panels (Figure 
1) . The an::enna con5 i sts of two planar arrays, one for 
L-band, operating at 23 . 5 cm wavelength and one for C- band, 
operating at 5 . 8 cm wavelength. The power output of the 
radar is 5.2 kW for the L band and 1.3 kW for the C band. 
The X-band radar antenna operates separately from the Land 
C band antennas . X-band radar data were :1ot used in the 
analysis due to difficulty in acquiring and unpacking usable 
data. Each planar array contains a grid of hundreds oE 
small low power solid state dual polarized microstrip 
trar:smitters embedded in the st.:.:::-face of the antenna . These 
~adiato:::-s can transmit and receive both vertically and 
horizontally polarized waves. Th is a:"..lows for the S I R-C to 
col l ec::: four different combinations of radar backscatter, HH 
(horizontally trans'f1itted, hori zontally received), HV 
(horizontally transmitted, vertical l y received), VH 
(vertically transmitted, horizor,tally received), and VV 
(vertically transr:titted, vertica l l y received). I n addition, 
measurer:tents include t:"1e re l ative phase dif f erencp. between 
the EH, VV, VH, and HV returns. ':'his a llows for the 
derivat l on of :he co:nplete scattering 'Tlatr i x of each IJixel 
, ... ithin a scene. The beam ca:1 be steered +/- 23 degrees from 
t'1e nominal 40 degree off nadi r position. (Freer,".an dnd 
C:'li;lpmdn, 1994) 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN MULTISENSOR DATA FUSION 
P;::evi01Hl research in mG.lt isenso r data fusio:1 has 
investigated techn iques to improve sG.rface class i ficatiO:1 
,1rc;uracy by us i ng more of the information availaole from the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 
Guindon e t a ::' . [:980 ] . from the Canada Center for 
Re mote Sensing i;lpp.1 i ed the fllSio:1 of airborne synthetic 
aperture radar, an airborne multispectra1 flCa:1ner, and 
Landsat da.ta to the classification of forest types in 
Brit i sh Co ::' umbia . ':'he radiometr i c and geometric correction 
procedures rec;:uired in rugged topograp:'ly received part i cular 
The conclusion ' ... as that the 1::. chan:1el airborne 
multispectra l scan:1er, spanning from .38 to 14 j..I. ffi provided 
the same weighted average classification accuracy of 88% 
that a comb i ned 1). hand SAR - Landsat data set provided. The 
1 2 ba:1d data set was t.he best four hands from each of the 
:hree sensors . The fo llowing table sunmarizes t :'le S0 
results. 
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Landsat MSS 11% 
baLds {,SAR, AMSS, 
LMSS) 
8 St.E + 4 Lanasat 
Tahle 2.1: Prom Guindon et al. [198D}, Results ot 
c"mbined airb"rne .sAR, MS.';, and T.,andsat: data applied to 
Forest Type Classification in Rr:itish Columbia 
S. 'T'. W\: [19'1?], of NASA app':'ied the i~!sion of Seasat 
L-baLd :J.:1d aircraft: X-b;;md du~::' pol~r::'zcd sycthctic apercurc 
radar data wit'1 foc.r iJand ::"ar.dsat rv:SS data to tr_e probler. of 
::'and type class::'fication ::'r. t::te ''''estern Kentc.cky coa-_ 
reg~on. Since t::tere was a high degree of corre::'at::'on 
bet'Neen. lJISS can.ds, only t'NO of the bands were used ir_ t::te 
comi.>ined classi[::'catioa p:::-ocess. In uasupervised 
classificat::'oc of seven la.:1d cover types, the perce:ltage of 
pixels class::'fied co:::-rectly improved in every case for the 
comb::'ced five hand data set over the SJI.R hands and the r,:ss 
iJaLds sepa:::-ate::'y. 
I 1 acC Cover S AR (3 b a nd s ) 
= "" IPa~cure 410.9% 
Fo re s t 92 .3% 
Res i dentia l 10 . 0% 
Soybean Field 69 . 5~.; 
Icorn Field 88.3% 
v,"ateL 99 . 9% 
Strip ~ine 64 . 9% 
Overal l 43.2% 
Table 2.2: 
Seilsa [ and Lan.dsa t da ta 
of the Ken tu c ky Coal 
M<::S (4 Paw" ' ) ~I  
81. 3% 96 . 7% 
88 . 0% 92 . 5 % 
5 9 .... , % 79.0% 
59.4% 90 n 
32 .5%" 99 . 0\" 
97 " 4% 99 . 9% 
47" 7% 77 .4% 
fi4.2% S1 . Fo 
to the classification 
P.s . Chavez [1986 J , 8£ the U . S. Geo log i c a l Survey 
applied the p roces s of sensor fusion to Landsa t : ·M dat a and 
panch:::-8mal i c photography f rom the Natio na l Eig~ Altitude 
Program (NHAP). He successfu:ly demonolt::::-ated t he b e nefic" 
of sensor fusiop.. by maintaining the "pectral resolution of 
La ndsa t T~ wh i l e incorpo rat ing t he spatial resolut i o n of 
NHAP. 
R. \<ielch acd M. Eh lers [1987 ] . of the Ur.iversity of 
Georgia merged data from t he newl y l a unc :"1ed SPOT - 1 satel l ite 
with Landsat Tc-1 data. After the TM data had been resampled 
to te l'_ meter res8lu tior" u s ing parametric c ubic interpolation 
for srr.oothing purposes, they found <;trikir.g succe"s il'_ 
me :::-ged image CO;ltrast and spectri'll discriminat.ion by using 
an i ntens ity -hue - saturat.ior. (I;{S) tran" f o rmation p rocess. 
This proce<;t;, which is fu lly documentp:d in Haydn et a l 
(1982) , i o:; started b y transforming th-::ee resampled TM bands 
fro'll the Red - Green -·Blue color space i nto the IHS domain. 
The ten meter panchromat ic SPOT data is then substituted for 
the intensity ba:lc of the IHS image and the new IHS image i s 
transformed back into the RGB co l or domain. Although this 
research cO'llbined two d i fferent types of vls':'ble 
information, :"laving nothing to do \'IIitn SAR. it is relevant 
to this work ir. that tr.e merged three band image contained 
i nf o'::mation from four sepurate spectral bands of image data. 
D. C. Lec>:ie [19 90 ], of Petawawa National Forestry 
I nstitute demonstrated that registered radar, visiole, and 
infrared data were better at forest type classification t:"lan 
any of the bands individually, (See Figure 2). First , all. 
possib::"e combinations of the four polarization components of 
C and X band airborne SAR (8 total radar bands), f ive 
visible, three near infrared, and one m':'d infrared bands of 
an airborne multispectral scanner were analyzed. I t was 
found t:"lat a 5 band combination of near - IR, green, mid-IR , 
X,., and Cllh provided close to the maximum classificat ion 
accuracy ootainable using all bands. 
:1. F. Lozano-Garcia and R.~. Hoffer [1993 ] , combined 
SAR data from the STR-B mission of the Space Shuttle wi t:"l 
Landsat TM data in an effort to demonstrate synergistic 
classification capabi lit ies over forests in Northern 
Florida. This was the first time spaceborne radar data 
could be obtained and analyzed from different incide:1ce 
angles; 28°, .. 5°, and 58 ° . The best classification 
performance was obtained using a subset of 4 bands of data; 
green, near IR , and mid lR :rom the TYr, and 28° Lhh radar 
data feam L:le 81;<'-3 . Th is provided better classificat ion 
t han even t. h e combi nation o f all t en bands . ' i1is.ls 
den.onstra.ted ·,;it. h respect t o the c l a s s l fica t: ion of swamps, 
clear-cut, yeu ng pine , plne, old pine, and water in Lhe 
fo l ::'o-.v ..!. n g table. 










2 ,4,5, " , 1 0 
2,4,5,7,9, 1 0 
2,3,4,5,7,9, 1 0 
2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10 
2,3,4, 5 ,6,'],8,9, 1 0 I 
1 ,2 , J, 4, 5, 6.7,8, 9, 1~ 
- Table 2 . 3: From Lozano - Garcia and Hoffer [1993], 
ResLilts of cornbin ed SIR - B data and landsat '1M data 
appl ied to Forest Classification in Northern Florida 
'" where: channel 1. is Lar.dsat 
channel 2 is Landsat 
channel 3 i s Landsat. 







.9 0 em 
cha!lnel5 is Landsat 1 .55 - 1 . 75 !J.rr, 
cha!"me l 6 i 8 Landsat 2 . 08-2 . 35 flD 
channel 7 i8 Landsat 1.0.4 - 12 . 5 flm 
cllanlle l s 8,9, 1. 0 a.re Sl:<. - 3, L-band HH pola:::iza t ion 
a t incicence angles 28~. 45 0 , ane. 
SilO r e spect i vely 
R .1J! . Eoffer [1994] , applied this synergy of SAR and T~ 
dat.a to the c l assification of Eucalyp:.us stands in Gerais, 
Bra zi l The data source i n t.his case Ear SAR was SRS-l. 
The results of this study demonstrated thaL TM data alone 
c l assified Euca l yptu s stands be t ter than the cOrl'bined data 
A9parently , adverse topograph ic effects in areas of 
rolling t errain degraded the SAR data . The resul t s of the 
st udy are summarized below. 
C l assj f'j cat i on ~ype ~~ r.o.m.b..i.u.e..d 
== == == !Ilediurn Eucalyptus 9 3.4% 0.0% 91 0% 
YOJ.ng Euca l yp tus 92.7% 78 . 0% 91 n 
Pastuye 96.7% 51 . 7% 96 1% 
Baye Soil 83.9% 38 . 4% 5% 
Lake 94. 7% 64. 1% 92 7% 
River 98 . 0% 67.9% 67 . 3% 
Cloud 100% 67.8% 65 3% 
Overal l 94 . 8% 35.7% 85.9% 
c l assification 
accu racy 
Table 2.4: From Hoffer [1994}, Resul ts of combined 
ERS - l data and Landsat TM data applied to Eucalyptus 
stand classification in Gerais, Brazil 
Chiuderi, et al. [1994] combi::led t.he concept o f 
mu l tisensor data :::usion with neural ne twork classit:..ers to 
demonstrate improved c l assification abi li t.ies of 
agricultural areas ::lea r Florence, It<:lly. The data set 
inc l uded i l'lages from a P, L, and C band mult ipolarization 
8AR f l own on i:oard a DC - 8 aircraft, and a 12 channel 
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mult i spectral "cannEl!" , (TMS) , cove!" i ng visible and I R 
wavelengths flown on board an E::<'-2 aircraf t . T'NO sepa!"ate 
neural ;letwo!"k classification methods showed impyoved 
classiEicati::m accuracy when SA..1Z data was added to the MSS 
data set . The first st'..ldy emp l oyed a backpropogation neural 
network . The classification accu!"acy 0: wheat, 'Noods, 
'llfalfa, vineyards, o'lre soil, and g!"assland 'Nas 65.68% 
using Tl1S data alone, but improved to 90 . G8%" using the SAR 
data as 'Nell. The second study err.ployed a 
self o!"ganizing-map !1eural network approach . The 
classifi.cation accuracy i mproved from 97.88% to 98 73% · .... ;'en 
SA!{ data was added to the TMS data set. 
Previous work by tnis author W'lS done 'Nj t h data from 
the 8 TS - 59 SIR -C Space Shuttle mission using 8AR and Space 
Shuttle medium fermat photographic imagery of Mount 
Pinatui:Jo, in the Repub l ic of the Philippines. Figure 3 i.s 
an ::<'-G - 8 co l or image taken from the h'ln:i held Hasselblad 
camera or,boa!"d the space shuttle . Figure 4 is a f a l se color 
compo[lite i mage of three of the radar bands; L - band HH , 
L-band HV, and C-band :IV a r e color mapped in red, green, and 
blu e respective::'y. Cle'lrly, ::r.ere is m'Jch greater detail in 
the mour. tai r.ous features of the radar composi.te il'1age than 
in the photograph. The mudf lows , ca l l ed r lahars r in the 
r<ldar i mage , however, sho'N no radar return a t all [yom 
their origin near t he cinder c one a l l the way to Lhe ocean 
at the l eft side of the image. Tne v i sible photogr<lp h , on 
t he othe:::- hand, sho'Ns s i gni fi cant '/ariations in t he detail 
of the lahars, whi le not breakir.g out any of t he detai l of 
the moun,:ainous terralI'.. The L - band HH, the C- band HV, and 
the blue band of the rgb ir:tage were comblned to show both 
the mou:1ta i nous deta i l and the deta i l of the mudfl ows in Of'.e 
image (Figure 5) . This result i s a clear d emonstrat i on that 
a combination of features i e each of t he t wo port ions of the 
electromagnetic spectr":.lm i:lcreases the overall info r mati.on 
cont.ent. o f t h e lmage . Tne objective of ~ he tol lO'."ing 
analys i s i s ~o demons':ra,_e this in a scene of gn>;atf'r 
mil i ~ary re:'evance. 
RAD IATION - MATT ER I NTERACTI ON 
Electromagnetic ene.!:-gy is detectable only through 
interaction wi th other matter. When EM energy strikes 
matter, there are [our funda:~ental interactions that can 
Transmission is the process by wh i.ch EM energy 
passes through Matter '",ithout any detectable attenuation. 
S?ec'..llaT ref::'ection is the process of EM energy "bouncing 
off" matter in an equal and epposite direction from which it 
Scattering, sorr.etimes called diffuse reflection, 
involves the re - e:nissions of radiation from rough s \~rfaces 
re l ative tc the incident wavelength. Absorption is the 
attenuation of EM energy within a medium. Tn the precess of 
absorption, radiat i on is converted into therrr,al energy 
within the medium, which is then re-radiated or e:nitted :rom 
the body. Remote sensors detect and measure the reflected, 
scattered, or err,itted electremagnetic radiat::'on from an 
olr ject or area from some distance. (Avery and 3erlin, 1985) 
The interaction of matter with EM radiation is clearly 
a func t ion of the wave l ength 0: the incider.t radiation . The 
difference in wavelengths is the primary difference between 
the visib l e and the microwave porticns of the 
electromagnec -L c speccrum (See Figure 6). Another 
significant difference between the visible and radar remote 
sensing ::'nstruments used for this Lhesis study is the 
difference between a:1 active and a passive systerr. . Tr.e 
ir,cident EM energy for visible wave l ength remOte sensing is 
provided by the SU:l, hence, no artificial radiiiltion source 
is required. Syr,thetic aperture radar, however, must 
provide its own source of microwiilve energy, the n meiilsure the 
received component. This is an active system. I t is this 
feature that a l lows radar to be a viab l e senSOT even at 
night. 
Every object i:lteracting with electromagnetic e nergy 
emits and reflects energy wi.<;:;h uniq:ue characteristics that 
are a f unction of its physical state and mo l ecular and 
chemical properties. This distinctive pr0gerty is ca l led iii. 
spectral signat:ure. For the purpose of classifying ite ms in 
a remotely sensed irr.age, it i s desirable to expand t he band 
of frequencies that are analyzed to ensure that the 
uniqueness of an objects spectral signature is identif ied. 
(Avery and Berli r., 1985) 
The purpose of this thesis study is to analyze the 
utility of combined radar a:ld visibl e wave l engths when 
applied to the c l assification of objects based upon their 
spectral signatures. The followi:lg discussion of the 
radiation-matter inter·actions of the different portions of 
the electro;nagnetic spectrum is intended to he l p understand 
what features cause differences in spectral signatures . 
RADIATION-MATTER INTERACTI ON IN VISIBLE WAVELENGTHS 
Specular reflection occurs i n wave-matter interact iO:l 
when the material is smooth relative to the incident 
wave length. Tne reflec::ion coefficient, ~, is a funct ion of 
the incidence angle, e, and t he comp l ex i ndex of retraction, 
This interaction varies for vert ical l y and horizontally 
~o l a.r l zed Wdves: 
Equation 3 .1. 
IR. I ~quation ::\ . :.< 
\"here 0 1 is t~'le transmission angle , ar.J sin9"'11sin O, 
Th e ref lection coefficient as a [unction of incidence angle 
for two d ifferent va l ues of t he index of refraction ':'5 
p l otted i:l Figure 7. {E l aC~'li, 1 987) 
1-10st natural surfaces, however, are yough relat ive to 
the incident wave length, theyefore scattering and absorption 
p l aya mo re predominant role. Mu l tiple scattering fro m a 
particul ate sur f ace results in some energy being reflected 
tow·ard the medium, sometimes penetrating the medium . If 
the material has an absorp tion ba:ld, the ref lected energy is 
dep::'eted of energy in ::r.at jand . {Elachi, ::'987) 
The result of th':'s absorption in visib l e remote sensing 
is the cause o f t he colors I .. e see in ob j ects . Fay example, 
an object that absorbs all wavelengths ''''ithin the visible 
spectrum except for blue wil l appear blue to the human eye . 
2] 
An object that absorbs all wavelengths wi l l appear h l ack and 
a:1 object that reflects all wavelengths will appear white. 
The actual mechanisms responsih l e for different 
absorpticn bands are primarily electronic exci::acion 
processes wi::hin the acoms and 1T.0lecules reacti:1g with the 
impinging elect!:"omagnetic energy. The most important of 
these processes involve the crystal field effect, charge 
transfer, and conjugate Donds. 
1. Crystal Field Effect 
In solid materials, valence electrons 0: ad j acent atoms 
f orm electrcn pairs that hold the atoms together. In the 
case of certain elements. this leaves unpaired electrons in 
unf illed inner shells. These e l ectrons have excited states 
::hat are strongly affected DY the electrostatic field of ::he 
surrounding c!:"ysta l line structure. These excited states of 
the unpaired elect!:"on ofte:1 have frequency ranges that fall 
into the visible spectrum. (Elachi , 1987) 
2. Charge Transfer 
In some cases, when the electron pairs descriDed above 
are bound by less energy, they are not. confined and can move 
about througr. a macroscopic solid. These elect.ron pairs 
h ave t.he abil i ty to transfer charge from one ion to another. 
cor example, the blue sapph.ire cont:ains the impurltie8 Fe+2, 
and 'l'i;-4. \</hen an electron is transferred from L[l e .lron tc 
the titaniuTll, giving both ions a +J charge, an excited state 
is fo:::-med, creatir.g an absorption band from t::: he ye l low 
thrcugh the red. The cesult i s the deep blue color o f the 
sapph i re. (E:lachi, 1 9 87) 
3. Conjugate Bonds 
The loosely bound electron pair descr i bed above plays a 
major ro l e in the spectral response of many organic 
compounds, includi:19 o.1010gioa1 pigments. These "ul:::s t ances 
con t ain a system o f a : ternating singl e a:1d doub l e atomi c 
bonds called cOl1 j llgate bonds. The tr-ansfer of a pair of 
elect rons f1'08 a single to a double bond causes a reversal 
of the bonds, resul ting in an excited state with absorption 
in the visible wave l engths. The cnloro9hyll in p l ants i.s a 
classic e xample of this t:ype of spectra l characteristic . 
(Elacni, 1987) 
RADIATION-MATTER INTERACT ION IN MICROWAVE WAVELENGTHS 
The uniqueness of the SIR - C synthetic apertUTe radar 
platform lies i n its ability to both transmit: and receive 
horizontally and ved:ically polari«ed 'Naves . The. follow ing 
di scussio:1 i s the theoyy 0: radar backscattey and an attempt. 
to unde:!:""stand the di f fL'r e nr.es between like and c:!:""oss 
polarized retu rns. A more t horoug :"1 under!;lt:al:ding of t hese 
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d:"fferences will great=-y d:"d in tr_e exploit:tt'--on of t:"1e 
natC\. 
The cl'<.'38ical radar equation expresses power retu!":led 
to the receiving antenr.a as a fc:.nct:"on of the t:r,o,r.sm:"tteT 
powecr, P" a::1tel:na gaL1, G, t-.r_e radar cross sectior. o[ (:le 
incident surface, ('i"", and the receivi::1g anten::1a area, P" 
modified by isotrop'--c sp:ead'--r.g fU:1c::ions and atmospheTic 
atten·-.lation. 
Eq·-.lation 3.3 
'f-i:"1ile t:"1e radar trar.smitt'--ng and receiving 
characteristics are "''--xed, having beer. de.sigeed Lnto Lhe 
radar, it is L"1e interactio:1 of the microwave signal with 
tr.e surface of the eartr. ',.,r.ic:"1 warra:lts tr.oroc:.gr. discussio::1. 
Radar images are representatior.s of the power received 
for each of the individua=- !Jicture eleIT".e:1ts, or !Jixels, 
witr.in a scene. Eac:1 p:"xel represeets the average radar 
backscatter re:lected to rada:: anteenel. from t:1at 
specific area on ::r.e ear::r.. T:"1e backscatter ca:1 
expressed as a coef:icie:1t, IJ", t:'J.at is c.eIiIled as the 
of energy rece:"ved by the receivi:lg anter.no. over the energy 
that wO·-.lld have been received if L"1e surface reflected tr.e 
incident energy Lso::ropically. Tr.e scattering coefficiel:t 
is a functior. of !Jo=-arization, look angle, wave=-engtr., a:ld 
::r.e interaction pro).Jerties of the target; geometric, 
di.e;'eccric, ar.d cond'.lc::ive. Modeli.ng the cackscatter 
properti.es of a given area or. L"1e earth ir.cor).JorateE; botl: 
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surface and vo l ume scat.tering models. !'"or e xample, an area 
of vegetat.ed terrain \~ou l d i nvolve surface scattering from 
the air - vegetat i on and vegetat i on-ground interfaces as well 
as volume scattering from the zone within the vegetation . 
(Fung and Ul aDY, 1983) 
1. Surface Scat tering 
A sim~le mode l of t.he surface scattering process 
involves a series of l a:::-ge f acet.s wit.h superimposed 
roughness. An electro~agnetic wave i ncident on the surface 
creates an electric field at the surface of the facet. This 
wi ll cause em exc i t.at i on of t.he atomic oscillators within 
the mater i al t.hat is a function of the dielectric property 
of the medium . These new e l ectro~agnetic oscillat.ors then 
reradiate energy isotropically from t.he incident. material. 
The re -radiated energy that is ot:t:osite in direct ion fr08 
the incident radiation minus the energy lost due to 
atmospheric attenuation and isotropic spreading is the 
energy received Dy the radar aot.enna . (Elachi, 1.987) 
For a perfectly conducting, smooth rectangula r facet of 
dimensions Land b paralle l t.o the x and y axes 
respectively, an incident p l ane wave of either vertica l or 
~orizontal polarization in toe x - z p l a n e resul ts in the 
fol10· .... ing backscatter coefficient, 
Eqllation 3 .4 
, .... here: cr(9) = the backscatter coefficie!lt as a function 
of the angle of i:lcidence re l ative to the vertical 
A= , .... avelength 
k =- 2ITO. 
(F'l..lng and Ul aby, 1983) 
This facet backscatter is plotted as a function of H in 
Figure 8. A reradiated field from a single facet would r.ave 
a field similar to an ante!lna with the dimer.sions of the 
facet. This simple model , :"10WCVer, assumes roughness scales 
larger than the wave l ength of the incident e l ectromagnetic 
· .... ave and incidence angles less than 30 n . For larger angles 
of El, the primary surface scattering is d-..Je to Bragg 
scattering, or point source scattering , where roughness 
scales of horizontal dimension L are the predomina!lt 
contributor when L meets the f ollowing condition. 
L '=2s~nij Equation 3.5 
This is also demonstrated in Figure 8 . (Elachi, 1987) 
To account for the superimposed roughness on a facet . 
the model assumes incident e l ectromagnetic ' .... aves upon a 
sp here . If the radius of the sphere is less than :i/10 of the 
incident wave l ength, then the Rayleigh s ca ttering cross 
section applies , · .... hich is expressed in the follo· .... ing 
equation and is independent of the angle El. 
Equation 3.6 
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where: art = the backscat.ter cross sec t ion expressed in 
r = radius of sphere 
E _ complex die l ectric constant 
I f the sphere is grea.ter than approxi mately 1.6 times 
the wavelength of the incident radia.tion, then Rayl eigh 
scattering '10 longer applie3 and the spheres' radar cross 
section is equiva.lent to its geometric cross scction, 
modified by tr.e dielectr i c constant: 
Equ<ltion 1.7 
Comblr.. i ng these dit[erent shapes, sizes and s l cpe3 of 
sl i ghtly rougr. surfaces, polarized surface backscattering 
can be represent ed I:::y the following first order e x pression 
according to ?ung aod Ulaby, 1983. 
Equatior. 3 . a 
",·here pp = polarization 
k = 2r:,1}. 
h! = variance of surface heights 
Upp= Fresne l reflec t ion coe[ficient Eor a 
given polarization 
W(2ksin8) the Fourier transform of the 
correlation coefficient of the 
no:cmalized rO·clghness spectrum 
This expression is va lid only for small va l ues of h 
compared to A. The up" Fresnel reflection coefficient 
deper,dent. upon the incidence angle and the properties of the 
material . 1:1 the case of the vv and HH polarization for 
example, 
Equation 3.9 
Uhh -= (\ - c,)(cose + ,ll:, _ sin1e )-2 Equation 3 
where t::,= the relative pe-:--mittivity of the sur f ace. 
?igures 9 and 10 show this difference in backscatter 
for horizonta l and vertical polarizat.ion for s l ight l y rough 
surfaces . Tne three lines on each plot c.iemonstrate the 
effect of the size of the roughness, 1. For each plot the 
re l ative permittivity of the surface is assumed constant, 
and k =271/A . For random surfaces of smal l scale roughness, 
tl:ese expressions are valid for incidence angles less than 
approximately 30 degrees . For larger angles of 9, t.he 
primary surface scattering is due to Bragg scattering as 
described earlier in the chapter . 
?or large scale roughness, where h;:>: A : 
w.'1ere p 3 slope probability 
= specular r eflection coefficient 
(Larson, 19 94) 
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2 _ Volume Scattering 
volume s cattering can be represented in a s irr.ple closed 
form t;olution fo r t he case cf a cont i nuous __ inhomogenecus 
medium wi th small perillittivity f l uctuaticns and no 
discon t i nuitiet; at t he top surface of the volume The 
hori zontal l y po l arize d backscatte r coefficient for a 
horizontal l y po l arized i ncidE'nt wave at lncidc:lce a:lgle e 
Equation). 1 2 
where: 4> is re lated t o e by Sne l ls law 
T.:. ~ Fyesnel transmim;ion coeff i cient f or 
r.oyizontal polarizat i on 
W(2ksin9) i s the Fourier t ya:ls form of t he 
spectrum o f the random permi tti vity 
funct i on E\(X.Y) 
E. ~ The a verage va lue o[ t he inhomogeneous 
permittivity, c(x.y,z) 
(Fung and Ulaby, 1983) 
Thi s e depende nce is plotted i :l E'i gure I n t his 
plat, 0"2 is identical to h2 in the above equat i ons, W is 
e xpret;sed as fol lows. 
Equation 3. 1 3 
3 1 
The overall bac:-;:scatter coef:icient for a medium 
capaule Qf both surface and vo l ume scatterir.g can be 
assessed using the principle of superposition of the above 
properties. Eowever, this is not the case when an area is 
dominated by mul tiple scattering . A signal scattered 
multiple times before returniYlg to the receiver antenna 
takes a slightly longer path than a signal scattered only 
This results in a slight phase de l ay, increas ing the 
cross polarization componer.t of the return signa l . This is 
ilh:strated 1Yl Figure 12. (Fung and Claby, 1983) 
Radar images produced by like polarizations (HH, VV) 
are e mpirical:y different from these produced by cross 
pol arizations (HV, VH) because of the differences in the 
physical precesses involved during the interaction of the 
electromagnetic wave and the surface . The primary process 
responsiule for l ike po l arized returns is the combined 
effect of surface and volume scattering. The dominant 
mechanisms contrinuti :lg to cross polarized returns are 
multiple scattering due to large scale t arget roughness and 
mu l tiple vo l ume scattering due to inhomogeneities. Sti l l, 
there are many differences between like and cross polarized 
that are not yet understood. (Larson, 1994) 
3. Scatte ring Matrix 
The (ully polarametric capabi l ities of the SIR-C radil.r 
wil l help to increase our understanding of the polarization 
characterization of the scattered e l ectromagnetic field. 
The rudar backscatter coefficient Eo::: e uch p i xel i s b r oken 
down into t:1e scat t ering '!latr ix. Tne scuttering matrix [s ] 
i s re l ated to the backsca :: ter cross section (l" ,t by the 
fo l l ow::. ng expression: 
Equat i on 3.14 
Equation 3.15 
sis,:; complex value. 
If the scatterin g matrix is reff"cr e:1ced in phase tc Sill" the!1 
tne scattering matrix i s c:"laract e rized by three amp l itudes 
al:d two r e lative phases, S,h = Sh. (Onstott, 1 994) 
EquatiO!1 3 
This breakdown of ehe radar ba c kseat t e ::: coef:iciC!lt is whae 
al l ows for representation o f an image in each of tne l i ke 
polarizations, VV and HH , the c r oss polarizaticn, EV, and 
thc pnase di.fEe:::-e:1ce. 
4. Radar Resolution 
T~e r esa l nt i.o n ce l l of each pixe l in a synthet. i c 
apere u re radar image is measured in the along t.rack and 
:::-ange direction . The along traek dime:1siO:1, Ii)", of the 
p i xel is s':'m;:Jly a function o f the actual aneenna array 
l e ngth, D. 
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Equation 1.17 
The dimension in the range direction is a function of the 
frequency bandwidth , H, of the radar and the incidence angle 
11. c is the speed of light . 
8. = licos8 :;:quation 3 . 18 
For che SIR- C radar, the 12 me ter a:1ten:1a l engch dictates aY1 
along t rack resolution cell capal.:ility of six mecers . ':'~'le 
actual demonstrated along track resolution , however , is 
eight meters, due to a weig:1.ting applied during processing 
to reduce sidelobe levels. The incidence angle e varies 
from 17 to 63 degrees and the s i gnal bandwidt h var ies froG 
10 to 20 MHz, resulting in a worst case 15 meters range 
resolution . To get a square pixel, severa l looks are 
averaged in azinuth, resulting in a higher quality image 
wit~'l the reduced resolution of 25 x 25 meters. 
The Norfolk Navy Base was selected as the site for this 
analysis ;;liter a co:nprehensive and unsuccess f ul search for 
visible aod radar i~ages that were obtained concuyrent l y. 
Littoyal si~es of naval significance '"er-e checked foy 
avai lable radar dat.,> via t.he .TP L SIR - C Home Page on ehe 
Focusing on a g eograph i c a-:-ea was achieved with a 
point and clic.\ map index on this home page. :<ndividua l 
data take f rarr.es were then ilccessihle for viewing . This 
proved La be Clr. cffeccive yet r:i'llc consuming process . 
Vis i ble data were acquired from t he Earth Observation 
Lab at Johnson spaceflig.'lt Center in Houston, Texas. Kadir 
l is ts of all pnotogr-aphs taken on the S I R- C f l ights were 
reviewed cu n arrow down the search to a particular 
geographi c area. se l ected i ndividual rolls of f ilm were 
then viewed for ircages of l ittoral sites of naval interest. 
::<.adar and '1':'si.ble data of the Norfolk, Vi rginia area 
prov.ided the best coincident data avai l able ; however, the 
tirT'e dif f erecce of t hese datatakes was seven t:ours and 45 
mi :1utes. O:1ce the visibl e imagery was l ocated and digitized 
in HoustO:l, .TP L provided data tapes of the same site. 
S1R-C radar data were labe led Datatake 10 97_20, taken 
oy mission STS - 68 at 09 :2 9 :5 6 GMT on 6 October , 1994 . The 
data prod~lct receive d was multi -look complex dCJ.ta containing 
like and cross polarized information for horizontally 
transmitted C a:1d L band wave l engths . Radar incidence angle 
was 34.7". The datatake provided a strip of radar imagery 
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approx:":nc:lte=-y by 43 ki:"on',ete2:'s whid; w~s c~opped to 
the a.rea. of interes:.. The data. wa.s 1;npacked us:"r.ocj 
sott',oIare provie.ed vy cJPL, ther. sco.led o.ppropriately to 
capture t:r.e entire dY:1amic rar.ge. Resolution of eacr. pixel 
is approx'..~lately 25 x 25 n',eters. An X-bane. data tape was 
received fron the German Space Age:1cy, D::"R. chis da.ta. \"Ja.s 
I:Ot extractable fro[l", tr.e dig'..~al tape and :::herefore not U8ed 
lr. :::Le aualys:"s. 
Visible '..:n~gery '"",as ir. a posit:"ve 70nm t:::.l:n format, 
ta:.;:er. at ::"'/:1::,:::"3 GMT on G Oc:::over, 1994 fro:n a nodified 
medil,;u format Ho.sslebLJ.d camera. This :"mage, labeled 
68237'0':,7, was :.r.en digitized using a:1 E:":.;:onix digitizer. 
poi:1ted 01,;t tr.at digitlza;:ior. is a potentia=-ly 
error inducing proce8S for tr.c dClta, The d:"gitizer is a ceo 
array wLicl: digitizes the l:"ght rece:"ved fron a light table 
over which t:"1e film inage is placee.. Adjust'--r.g tonal 
:{,.lality to ~latct L:le o:::-ig:"nal in',aye is a subjective pcccess 
t:"1e r.u[l",an eye, aided by histogram opt:"mizat:"on. ;,;'ocusing 
i8 dace t:.-,rough a view ficder a~1e. diff:"c'.llt to ae.just 
precisely. Finally, inage scanning takes several m:"nutes, 
dur:":'lg wh=-ch any vibration to the l:"ght table affects inaye 
Ol.:tp-.lt ql:ality. This :process was performed several times to 
best matc!: tr.e color, coctrast, a.nd tone of the digitized 
'..mage to the orig=-nal fi·m image. A 62.7 km square i:naye 
~Ias dig:"tized to a l696 x 1696 pixel array, reon:l;::"ng :"n a 
p=-xel reiJol'.lt:"or. of a:pproxima.tGly 37 x 31 meters. 
The visible data were geo-r~glstered to the radar data 
using a 3rd order polynorr.ial transformat'..on and resa.npled 
using oi l inear intel':'polatlon. This was done u sir.g the GCP 
Works package wi th i n pcr Remote Sensing Boftv,are. (PCr, 
199 4 ) 
The individual bands of radar data and individua.l color 
b;:lTIds 0: the R- G- B i mage were combined fo r observat ion 
p u rpuses using the Environment fo1':' Vi sual i zation (ENVI) 
o;oftl-;are packa.ge with i n IDL softwJ,:e . Pr incipal Co:nponcnt 
Ana l ys i s of thc data ' ... 01:; performe.d llsing pcr software. 
Fi nal l y, the neur al :1et''''o-rk c l ussification proce.ss was 
per f ormed usir.9 J Kohonen Se l f Organizing Mat=' program 




The imagery ,1<:;ed in the analys i s is the immediate 
vic:;inity surrounding the No:t_- fclk Navy Base i n Norfolk, 
Virginia. The overa l l region is k'lown as the TideWater Area 
of Virgin i a. The Chesapeake BClY, the J ames :Uver, and the 
Elizabeth River surround the N0VY base on t hree sides. The 
land mass 0::1 which the hase 1 ie s, and the area across the 
James ",-iver is known to be a p r.imari l y residential a::1c 
com>nelcial are0 . There is sigr. ifica n t indclstry and 
commercial shipping a Ctivity a l ong the Elizabeth River. 
Figure 13 shows a map that outlines the ana l yzed area. 
Figures 1 4 and 1 5 are C band HH and C band HV images 
reHpectively. Fig'J.reH 1 6 and 1.7 are t he L band HH and 
L band EV i mages respectively. There are severa l nOt e''''orthy 
diff er.ences i:1 the rada r images; di:ferences between the two 
frequency bands and di fferences between the two polarization 
t ")Ges . These differenc:;es are described and e xplainec when 
possible in the fol 1. O·"'i ng paragraphs. The observations 
acgll.irec. when adding t he v isible infor matio:1. Figures 18 and 
1 9, to t he radar data are the" addressed . Ground truth data 
for comparison is limited , as it WOll. l d oe in a t actical 
situation, to map data and <3ome hnman intell i gence 
information. 
A. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIKE AND CROSS POLARIZED RADAR 
IMAGES 
In t.he cross polarized images, Figures 14 and 16, the 
overall Teturns from the land areas are brighter than they 
arc in the like polarized images, Figures 15 and 17. These 
areas are known to be primarily residential, with a great 
r.umber of Duildir.gs, neighborhoods. and shopping areas. 
This type of surface results in multiple scattering of the 
incident microwave radiation, therefore the brightness 
difference between polarization types supports the fact tha:. 
multiple scattering causes depolarization of EM waves. This 
overall increase of brig.h:.ness in the returns over :.he like 
polarized images improves the contrast netween L'le light and 
dark features on the cross polarized imagery. This makes 
the roads and inland waterways more easily i dentifiable. 
The areas where there is little difference between the like 
polarized and crossed polarized images are not cu l turally 
built up areas. For example, the large square peninsula on 
the lef t side of the image, Craney Is l and. is kr.own to be a 
once marshy area, recer.tly having neen used as a land fi ll 
30th l ike polarized images have more no:.iceable 
variations in the returns from t.he lar.d areas t han do the 
cross polarized ir:1ages. There are pockets of increased 
return in:.ensi:.y which indicate a different surface feature 
or different surface geometry that is not recognizable 
the cross polarized imagery. SOr:1e of t hese areas of 
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increased retur:1S are completely sacu-:::aced in the l i :<.:e 
polarized images, providing limi t-ed useful inforrr,a t iO ll. 
Thes e same areas in the cross polarized i mages , howe ve r , 
not saturated and do have ident i fiab l e detai l . For example. 
the peninsula of the southern port ion 0: the Norfolk Naval 
Base i s completely saturaced in t he C,h in.age o f Flg'.lre 14 , 
whe reas, i:1 the C k> image of Figure 13, the peninsula area 
i s broken up in::o separate areas at recognizably di:ferent 
i:1te :1s ity returns . This area is known to concain severa l 
warehouses and shipping storage faci l ities . 
A f inal noteworthy di:ference bet:ween the two different 
types of polarizat ions is in the represencation of sh i ps' 
wakes, visible i n che 1 ike polarized imagery of Figure s 14 
and 16, but not v i sible 1:1 the cross polarized image ry of 
Figures 15 and 1 7. This is the only feature noticeable f ror.1 
the water areas in any of the images. The ''''ater overall 
appears to have no return in a l l bandll and polarizat-ions, 
excepc fo r areas of wake activity. This is exp l ained by the 
predomina nce cf specular reflection in t-he radars 
int.eraction with water . The one except ion to c.his 
observat.i 0:1 is t::he lighter areas in the l ower right porLion 
of the water i n t.he Ch> irr.age of Figure 15. Since this 
lighter area appears ave!' tr.e lar.d as we ll as the water, 
this is assumed to be noise in the data. 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN L AND C BAND RADAR IMAGES 
Bct_h L band i;nages clearly have more detail i n some 
areas of ::he image tna;l in the C Band. Th i s is most 
apparent in the land- water inter:ace are<l. soUt!l of Craney 
Is l and dnd the Fortsmou:;h Coast Guard Fac i lity on the 
',.,restern shore of the Elizabeth River. This region is known 
to be an undeveloped l and area, containing primarily 
grass l and , and ~arshland nearer the shore. 1'his ditference 
in detai l may be partially due to the power output cf tr.e 
t ransmi t ters and the receiver noise figures. The power 
outputs are 5.2 kW :or L band and 1 . 3 kW for C Dand. 
Both L band images show more sharpness betwee:1 the 
light and dark i'l.reas than in the corresponding images for 
the C band . This is most evident in the street and waterway 
definition in the entire Norfolk area. 
The most significant observable difference between the 
two frequency bands is the representation of tr.e airfield on 
the Norfolk Naval Base . This feature is clearly visible in 
both C band images , Figures 14 and 15, yet not visible at 
all in the L band i'llages , ?igures 16 and 17 . The airfield 
area cou l d actually be misinterpreted as water in the L band 
~mages. 1'his is not a f unction of the printed 1'llage, the 
difference is the same on a digital display with all manners 
of contrast stretching app l ied. This lack of return near 
tr.e a i rport in L band is not c l early understood. 
8ased upon e h!': above observations of the rl.if[erences 
between each of t he di~feren t. radar/polarization im<:lges , 
several f alse co l or images were created, with three of the 
f our bands "!:epresented as red, green and o l ue in ea c h 
LmJge. Th e fo.1 l owing table indicate s wh i ch i mages arc 
repre5ent.ed in the appropr i ate ?igures 
- ----
Ei.s= ~ ~ Ill=..ll=d 
c band :e1H C band HV L o il nd HV 
L band :.1H L band HV C o<Jnd :-r:-r 
C baYld HE C band HV L band HH 
C band HV L band HV L band HH 
L bJnd HH L band :J:V C band HV 
Table E .1: Composi t:e Radar Image Combin<l tiOIlS 
The co mbi nation of the radar bJndo J llows f eatures f r oln 
e<Jc h 0: the bands t o !:le portrayed in one i mJge . The Lhv 
band provides the best CO'ltrast betwee:1 lines a t 
c ommunicat i::m and inland waterways, so fa l se col oy images 
.i nc l uding thi s particular band were sharper . Only t. hose 
images wi th both C bands represented the Nava l Airfie l d 
wel l . Al l c ombinations represented the area south of the 
Po::- t smo"..lth Coast Guard Fac i l ity and west of the Elizabeth 
River cl early. For these reasons, the best co:nbinat io n 0 : 
radar bands found to represent the scene is Figure 20. The 
contrast of Figure 21 is actually better, but the airf ield 
.i s near l y invisible in t:"1at image . 
Figure 20 portrays tr.e strength of the cross po l arized 
returns of the residential areas throughollt t:"1e whole image 
in blue wi t h the L h> band. Th e sn.all areas within the 
residential areas w:'lich were highlighted in bot h HH images 
are represented j n r.ed with t he Chh band. The land fill 
ar.eas on Craney I s l ';l.nd, the area sC:.lth of the Coast Gua r d 
?ac ility and the area outlining the a irport are represented 
in green with the Cn, oand . T;'1ere are also many significant 
retarns represented in w:1ite; they are t.,e objects whic~. 
have strong returr:.s ir, all radar oands, namely , the ships at 
pierside, the warehouses on the Naval Base, and the 
i ndustr i al areas and warehouses along the Elizabeth River. 
I t is notewort:'lY that the co l ors in the image are fairly 
aniform in t one. There is little signifir:ant variation 
'''' i th i n t:'1e b l ues the reds or the greens that is normal ly 
seen when combining these three colors into one i'Tlage. 
D. ADDITION OF VISIBLE IMAGERY TO THE RADAR INFORMATION 
The or i gina l visible image is shO'. .. n in Figare 18. The 
image is predominantly blue in co l or, wit h several shades of 
browns and dark greens. The red, green, and blue pixels 
· .... hich comprise the image are depicted i n the histogram plot 
of Figure 25. This p l ot demonstrates that in the area of 
the greatest number of pixels (or ightness values of 60 to 
180) the bl'ole band is significantly brighter than the red or 
green bands. It is :.he variety in shade and color 
tbrougho'.lt the image which is the major contribution that 
the visible bands can add to the radar information. The 
R-G- B image which resulted from the registration with the 
radar images is presented in Figure 1,). signif i cant 
resolution, shar;:mess, and detail has c l earl y been lost in 
t:he reg i stracion and warping process. The first significant 
observation is the differences in the water area of the 
~mage. The 1 ighter shades of blue and shades of brow:l. in 
the water are l i kely tc be variations in llediment cr water 
depth. This is information unavailable i::1 the rCldar bands. 
The land in the Nor f olk area also has significant varietiel> 
i n co'.o r , especiallY in tne area of the Lafaye:::te River, 
w:,ic:, i s the inlet just south of the Ncrfolk Navy Base and 
the resident i al areas east of the balJe. The r e is little 
other usefu l information i :1 the image as it is by i tself, 
however, i ts contribution to tor::a1 variety is evi der::t when 
displayed , ... ith the radar bands in cne image. 
Eased upon the predominance of the :::'1 ue band in the 
R- C-8 image, it was t he visible band selected to d i sp l ay 
with the yadar cands in faIlle color composite ima ges . The 
C01:T e l ation bet' ... een both red and green ' ... hen compared to the 
blue i:l.d i cates that l i ttle information is lost when the 
green and red ba:l.ds are e l iminated . Th i s high degree of 
correlation is i l lustrated in O"ig'.1re 26 and quanti:ied in 
tbe next chapter. 
Figures 27 30 contain band combinations as l i s ted in 
L'le following tat:~e. 
~ Re<LB=d "==-llillill ~ 
27 C cand HR L band RR 3lue 
C band RR L band HV 3lue 
C ba:ld RV L hand HR Blue 
C band RR L :Oand 
Tabl:;---S:-2: Composi te Radar aDd Visible Band 
Combinations 
The com:Oined images of Figures :''.7 ar.d 28 can be 
:-1E 
compared to the comb-'--ned radar-only images of F-'--gures 2C and 
21. The obv-'--ous difference is the addition of var-'--ations 
tl~e once uniform colors of the cOr.lbined radar iDage. The 
:!-lomogeneously colored residential areas now d::'splay 
d::'fferent s:'ades of green and :Olue as well as areas of 
yellow. No detail ::'s lost in Figure "/.7, yet t:'e variatioc 
in the water of the ,James River and Chesapeake Bay is 
reta::'ned. An attempt was Dade at using a v::'siDle band other 
than the blue band ::'n F::'gure lO. This ::'mage appears to have 
lost c;ignificant detail and s:tarpnesc;. Clearly, trois 
portion of the study requires Dore ground truth data te 
understand the reasons for tee gradations in color and 
benefits of adding color :"magery to radar data. 
'::':lere ::'s a linitation to studying the combined effects 
0: seven Dands 0: radar and v-'--sible imagery by comDi:-li:1g 
or-Iy three a: t:te Dar-ds in one false color image. T~is 
rr.et:'od ent::'rely elim::'nates the inforllat::'on ir. t:'e ether four 
bands. It is desirable to use all of the information 
avai l abl e from the seven hands a::ld s t il l pYesent that 
information in one i mage. This proce ss is made possih l e 
elsing Principal Co:nponent Analys i s and is addressed ill t:le 
next section . 
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VI. ANALYSIS 
The overall goal of analyzing Yf>,ffiotel y sensed i magp"ry 
of the eJrt h is t o understand the images presented and the 
informat ion contained ' . ;lthir, them . The ana l ysis in the 
prcvioclS chapter attempted to simply observe the images 
themse l ves and combine t hem 1.1: different 'Nays to determine 
it there was an optima l way of organizing the data . The 
fol l owing sections provide an alternative method of 
inspecting the data and orgar.izing it cased on spectra l and 
spatia l characteristics into diffe!:'ent cJtC'gories 0: 
information. This was done using pr i ncipa l component 
analysis and neural network analysis . 
PR I NCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
Given t he geore gisteced four radJr and three v is ib l e 
bands of datil, e'lch pixel in the scene representB a Beven 
elemenc vector, i n which each e l ement represents the 
brightness l e vel in one of the seven bands. This vector 
characteriscic of t he data permits spectral trans formations, 
;Jroviding an alternil t ive representilt:'on of the data to 
possibly disr;ern features not evide:lt in t he origi nal 
individua l La:1ds. This process a l so has r.lle potential to 
compre ss the useful inforrr.ation in the image into fe· ... er 
bandB for ease of dat a manipulat ion . The following 
discussion of the covariance matrix and principal component 
trans:ormation is 5implified at times to two 
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dimensio:1s. However, t h e matherr,a tic iil logic is applica.ble 
to an unlimited number of din~ensior.s. The dis::::ussion 
follows the logic of ~ichar::is, [19931. 
1. The Covariance and Correlation Matrix 
Given a scatter- p:'ot of a ny band of data with another, 
with e ach axis l abe l ed fro~ 0 to 255 as a brightness scale 
as shown in Figure 3 1 , t:'lere is a mean value (m) of pixel 
brightness for each axis . For examp l e, on t:he x axis : 
Zquat:ion 6 
where K = t:he tota l r.umbe r of pixels 
The covariance matr-ix, :!:., deseriDes the spread or 
seatte:::- of the pixe l s in the scene from the average value rn. 
Equation 6.2 
where t denotes the transpose of the ma t rix. 
The covariance matrix for a pair of spectral bands will 
demonstrate a high degree of correlation between the bands 
if the off diagonal elements of t he matrix are large, 
approaching the magnitude of t.he diagonal elements. 
correlation be t: ween the bands wi ll be represented by zero 
valued off diagona l elements . 
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The 4 radar bands and 3 \'isible bandR hilve the 
following 7 x 7 Rym'llet~ica l covar i ance matrix : 
dill 
'h' I~, Ih' "d green blue 
ehh 8300.64 
chv 1605.84 834.32 
Ihh 501 8.32 1061.53 4944.42 
Ih' 1184.85 498.75 969.68 489.65 
"d 725.86 225.29 494,47 193.26 664.79 
green 503.21 141.3 1 335.93 124.63 559.20 509.90 
blue 272.26 61.46 188.22 63.7 1 401.30 392.90 356.04 
Table 6 . 1: Covariance Matrix of seven band Principal 
Component Analysis 
A more easily interpretable means of repreRent ing the 
cor~elation of the bands i s t:1.e normali zed correlation 
mat"!':ix R with matri x clement.s '1: 
Equation 6.3 
where V ii and Vjj represent the elements of the covariance 
miltrix. 
The fo L _owing cor'::'elation matri x demonstrates mo'::e 
clearly che relationship between the 7 di ff erent. bands: 
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ohh thv lhh lhv cod green blue 
oW, I 
ehv .6 10 I 
lhh .783 .523 I 
lhv .588 780 .623 I 
cod .J09 303 .273 .338 I 
green .245 .217 .212 249 .960 I 
blue .158 113 142 .153 .825 922 1 
Table 6.2; Correlation Matrix for seven band Principal 
Component Analysis 
This correlation matrix demO:1strates that among the 
radar bands, the higr.est degrees of correlat'--on are between 
the :ike polarized components for each frequeacy band, 
approximately 78%. The degree of correlacion bec· .... ee:1 che 
l ike frequencies wit:') different polarizations in the radar 
bands is between 6l and 62 . 3~ . Amor.g "-he visib l e 
wavelengths, the green band is highly correlated with eael'. 
of the red and blue bands, at 92.2 and 96% . The corre l ation 
bet· .... een the red band of the v isible wavelengths and al l of 
the radar nands varies from 27 . 3% to 33 . 8%. This level of 
correlation between each of tl"'.e radar bands and the visible 
bands becomes smal l er as the wave l engths in the visib l e 
spectrum become shorter: i.e . , the correlation between the 
green band and t~e radar bands varies f r om 21.2% to 24.9%, 
and the correlation between the blue band and the radar 
bands ranges only fro'll 11.3% to IS.3%. 
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2. Principal Component Transformation 
The pt-incipa l component t~ansformation is the 
coordinate rotation wh i ch removes all co~relation f rom the 
iJands, resulting in orthogonally related image spaces and i) 
ne' .... covarianc e matri x with zero va l ued off diago:1al 
elements. In a two ~iimensional vector space, if the vectors 
representing the p~xe l brightness in the ::lew coordinate 
system are d~sp1ayed in the y direction, it can be shown 
that tnere is a l inear tram:;for:nation G of the original 
coordinates, such that : 
where I:, is the covariance m"ltrix of the 
space, G is the matrix of eigenvectors of 
diagonal IT'.atrix of eigenvaLles of L<: 
1'1 0 0 
I: y ~ 0 '.2 0 
o 0 An 
where n is the dimensiona l ity 0: t he data. 
f'n ~ eigenvalues of L< 
:;:quation 6 . 1 
data in x 
and L~ is t:-te 
:::quation 6.5 
In the case of the seven bar:ds unde r analysis, the G 
matrix, or eigenvector Ollatrix, and the L)' ma:rix are as 
f ollows: 
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b=d chh .c.hY: lhh l= ""-<I = hl= 
-0.78861 ·0.1 6721 -0.56742 -0.13 18 3 ·0.0807 -0.05682 -0.03223 
-0.34325 -0.11083 0.63379 -0.00584 -0.4487 1 -OA0802 -0.3 1679 
0.47957 -0.02003 -0.50722 -0.1164 1 -0.45964 -0.41758 -0.33636 
-0.16848 0.81739 -0.10274 0.51357 -0.03969 ·0.101 4 -0.1J16 
0.04254 -0.53854 -0.09187 0.83278 0.03492 -0.03487 ·0.06138 
0.00929 0.03476 -0.00862 0.1 0563 -0 .6092S 0.02879 0.78449 
-0.00058 0.00002 0.00147 0.02442 -0.45482 0.80224 -0.38594 
Table 6.3: Eigenvectors of Covariance Matrix for seven 
band Principal Component Analysis 
This eigenvector If,atrix is the rotation or 
cransformation matrix G t hat is applied to the original 
bands tc create the princi:9a1 corr,panent bands . Each band 
listed represents one of the seven principal components. 
':'he tab le indicates that L'1e fi!"st principal component band 
is most heavi l y weighted with information from the Chh radar 
ba:1d and a l so s i gnificOl:1tly weighted wit:'1 info!"mation from 
t:: he L hh band based on the va l ues for these bands that are 
relative l y higher than the others . The second principal 
compo:lent is most heavL.y weighted with information from the 
Lhh band, with significant contributions from all three 
vis ible bands as wel l as the Chh band. Each of the 
principal component bands we i ght ings can be determined from 
the above table. The image representOltions of these bands 
are presented in Figures 32 38. 
The variances of the pixe l data in the transformed 
coordinate system are presented in the ry matrix, which is 










From this matrix, it can be determined that the f irst 
pri:1cipal component accounts for 78. 09 \ of the total 
variance of t he entire data set . This is determined with 
the following express ion : 
Equat ion 6 . 7 
Similar calculations ca n determin e the variance accounted 
for i n each of the subsequent principal component bands. 
The entire variance of the t ransformed coordinate system is 









Table 6 .4 : Variances of Pr.l.nc.l.pal Component bands one 
through seven 
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This table demor:strates t hat 78.09% of the variance of 
the seven image bands is contained in the first principa l 
component and that 9A.73% of the total va:::-iance is contained 
in the fin;t four bands . This process has effectivel y 
comp:::-csscd t he information contained in seven image bands 
into four. I t is not acceptable, however. to disregard the 
latter bands as pure r.oise because even though they 
rcprese:1t a significant deviation from the mean of the data, 
they ca:l sometimes represent l ocalized detail. (Richards, 
1993) 
The first p:::-incipal component image i n Figu:::-e 32 shows 
more detail and di f ferentiation than any of the radar bands 
indi vidual 1 y, particularly in def ining roads a:ld inlawj 
waterways. It does not, however, contain tr.e same detai l as 
some of the combined radar images, Fig'.lres 20 - 24, 0:::-
combir.ed l'adar and visible i mages, Fi g'.lres 27 29 . This is 
most evident in the returns that are almost entire l y black . 
The southe:::-n portion of the Navy Base piers, for exa'l1ple, 
does not disp l ay "ny detail in tr.e first p:::-inc i pal 
component, whereas it does in the combi ned radar band 
images. 
The second and third princ i pal components. Fig'.l re s 33 
ar.d 34, c l earl y contain significant amount o f information 
from the visibl e bands. This is no t only evident in tr.e 
i'l1ages, but also in the G matrix, Table 6.3. These images 
display the different shades throughout the residentia l 
areas of Norfolk, but significantly sacrifice detail over 
the entire image . 
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Ie i s cleilr that the sub;, equ e nt individua l principal 
component band i m<lgcs contain less and less i n formation and 
mo!' c noise in Figures 35 through 38 . This is supported hy 
t he variance values in Table 6 . 4. Principal CO'Tlponent six, 
Pigure 37, is nuteworthy in chat i t appears to have had the 
m<ljority of cultura l objects removed from the sce:1e, leaving 
only the 1 00a.1 existing topography. 
The f i rst three principa l co~.poncnts are combined using 
red, green, and bllle false colors to represent principal 
compo:1ents one, two, and three respectively in Figure 39. 
Th i s image clear l y differentiates six categories of color; 
pir.k , red, light green, dark green, blue , and cyan. This 
more di f ferentiation in color than toe ::::ombined radar 
images, ar.d is comparab l e to the color d i f Ee re:ltiation in 
the comb i ned visible and radar images. More grcur.d truth 
-,."ou l d be required to deter,nine whether these six colors 
classify six different type03 of terrain and strucc:ure . 
De t<l i l is lost in many areas of the image, particularly the 
rO<lds and inland waterways _ This i03 due to the 
contriblltions of principal components two and three, whlcf'. 
contain significant information from c:he 'Iis i b l e bands which 
have a poorer resolution i n the georegistered irr,age . 
I t is important to note i n thi s combined i'llage, Fig'.lre 
39, that t he red color of the c l oud in the upper left corner 
does no t necessarily indicate that the cloud, whic.!1. is a 
visible f e ature onl y, is str-ongly represented i n prinCipal 
compon ent one _ Table 6.3 clear-Iy i ndica te s limited amour, t s 
of visihle inforrr:ation in the firs t principal component and 
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the cloud is no~ visible at al l in Figure 32, , ... hich is the 
f-=-rst principal component image . This red feature actually 
indica:es a cOIl~plete lack of any informat.i.on in that region 
in principa l componen~s two and three, , ... hich are the blue 
a:1d green bands of Figure 39 . This ambigui.ty i:1 comb i ned 
principal compone:1t images shmlld make an observer cautious 
o f class i f icatio:1 conclusions based sole l y on a color 
presentatio:1 of the principa l component analysi s. 
3. Principal Component Analysis of Radar Bands Only 
A principal co:nponent analysis was performed on the 
[our radar bands, C hh • C h., Lhh, and L h• to deterrr,ine wheL'1er 
t he principal compo:1ents provided inforrr.ation on features 
not discernible in any of the individual bands or if ':'t 
condensed the useful informat ion of four bands or radar data 
into fewer bands o f principal c omponents. 
The correlation matrix, R, fou r this four band 
princ i pal component a!lalysis is a subset of the seven band 
correlation matrix, Table 6.2, minus the visible 
information . The corre l ation between the radar bands is 
lJrecisely the same, wi th a higher degree of correlation 
between l-=- ke pola r iza tio!ls t ha!l between like radar 
frequencies. The leas t amount of correlation is between 
bands with both different frequencies and polari zat ions . 
This is illustrated in the fo l lowi ng table. 
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chh chv lhh !hv 
chh I 
chv .610 I 
lhh .783 523 I 
lhv .588 780 .623 I 
Tabl.e 5 . 5 : Correlation Matrix aE tour bclnd Principal 
Component A.'"lalysis 
The Eigenvecto:::-s of Covariance Ma:::rix is in Tab l e 6.6. 
Unlike the correlation matrix, i t is net a s'..lbse'.:: of the 




;).7929 0.16745 0.57067 
- 0 . 57952 - 0.0702) 0 . 60863 
- 0. 1 8368 0.52241 - 0. 1 0792 




0 . 52751 
0.83607 
Tctble 6 . 6: Eigenvectors of Covar j .ancc Matrix fo r fou.r 
band Principal Component Ana l ysis 
Th i s matrix interesti!Jqly ' ..... eighs the :-iF. components of 
both frequ encies higher than the HV compone:lts in the f irst 
two pr i ncipal componen':. bands . The I-iV components do not 
rece i ve significar. t weig~ting until the third <:Ind fourth 
princ i pal compone:1 ts. This is derr,onstrated i n the images 
rep r esenting the pr-incipal components, Figures 10 through 
13. The first principa l component , Figure 40 , l ooks [i1ore 
like the HH po l arized i mages than the C:::'oss polarized 
l. rr,ayes . Ecwever, it con tains the infor rr,ation from both 
frequencies. This i s most apparent i n the repr.esentation of 
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the Navy airfield and the wetland area south of t he 
Por:: s mouLh Coast Guard Facility . 
The variances of the pixel data in the transformed 
coordinate system are presented in t:'1e following rr,at::::-ix . 
12449.81 
1343.45 
656.28 Equation 6.8 
o 119.48 
This matrix derwnstrates that 85.45% of the variance in 
the data set is in the first prir.:cipal component, as pe::::-
Equation 6.7. 
The pe~cent variance for each of the principal 






Table 6 . 7: Variances of four band Principal Component 
Analysis 
The principal component i mages directly reflect these 
values. Figure 40 has alrr·.ost all of the visually 
identifiable information from all of the radar images, 
ho·,."ever, it is heavily weighted with like polarized 
information . The one noticeable contribu:.ion of cr.e cross 
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polarizatie>os tha t is !:liss i ng is the ability to break O'..1t 
information within t he saturate d areas of the HH returns. 
This is most not i ceable in the southeco tip of tl:e Navy 
piers und the bright rCLU!:ns on the south side of the 
Elizabeth River . 
The first three pt'incipa l component bands ' .... ere cotl'.b i ned 
in a false color red, gr.een, blue image in Figure 44. This 
figure does an outstanding JOD of di;lplaying al l detai l 
present i n the four radar bands, whi l e compressed into three 
bands of information. This image shows mo!'e comp l ete detail 
thar.. any of the combined fa l se color radar images in Figures 
20 tnrougn 24. This is most evident in the detail around 
toe p ie rs on the Navy base portrayed in red, and the red 
returns within ye l low areas throughout the entire irr.age. 
These areas in the combined radar bands were s i gnificant l y 
more u:lifonn in color 0::: in 'llany cases saturated white , 
prov iding no detail . The ships' wakes in the water also 
show a s i gnificant i mprovement in detail over any of the 
CO'llbined radar band images . 
This princ i pa l co:nponent analysis succeeded in 
compressir::g four bands of data into three woi.le 
simu l taneous l y gainil:g more discern::'b le , "Jsef 'J l information 
in the data. 
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B. NEURAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
Neura l network analysis was perforrr,ed on the data using 
t he Kohonen Se l f Organizing Map . This is an unsupervised 
classification process which categorizes the input data into 
a speci f ied number of categories based on the spectral 
response of each pixel and the t neighborhood ' surroundir.g 
the pixel. The Self Organizing Map l earns what the 
categories are going to be as i t processes the data . 
1. Background 
The process of t h e Kohonen Self Organizing Map can be 
subdivided into a training and a classification process . 
T~e neural network used in the training process can be 
visualized as an array of highl y interconnected eleme ntary 
processors , called neurons (See Figure 45). The neurons are 
organized in a bidimensional array with every neuron 
connected to the input data (Chiuderi, 1994). In this case, 
there is a neuron for every pixel in the input image . The 
neurons have initia l weights that are adjusted based upon 
their processing of the data . Each pixel input into the 
network is represented by a neuron . One of the categories, 
called nodes, is declared the 'winner' in the competition to 
represent the da t a . T~is is determined based on the weig~t 
va l ues of the neurons . Once the winner has been declared, 
the neuron weights are updated in the 'neighborhood ' of tr_e 
won' neuron. The radius of the neighborh ood decreases as 
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tr.e trainir.g process continues. It can be Eear l y half of 
all t~e neurons at tae beginning of the procesEl but is 
reduced to tr.e i~mediate vici:J.ity of the 'won' n euron as the 
training process nears i ts cO:1c:lusion. The data is rUQ 
through this training cycle for some preset n'..lmber of 
iterations. The optimum nUr1'.ber of iterations is a 
sUbjective ec;timace wi. th no empi rical relations~ip e xist ing 
to deEi!:e it . (Gautreaux , 1995) 
The r,etwQrk of neurons trains itself on the given data 
to categorize the pixels into the predetermined :lumber of 
nodes. A c l assification program i s then run to sert the 
pixe l s spatially into the categor i es determi ned in tr.e 
t::::-a lTIlng precess. It is important to :lot e that a category 
can be defined by a node during the tra i ning process to be a 
null category; i . e . , the neural networ k ma y determine that 
t~ere is not suff':'cient spectral different i at i on in the data 
to justify a separate category when one does not necessari l y 
ex i st. 
2. Neural Network Results 
Six neural network classifications were done in this 
analysis. I n each case, eight categorizing nodes 'llere used 
'"ith 50,000 training iterations on the ':'nput data. 
Classi fications were performed on the followiYl',?" input data 
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I CjaS~'t:'Cdt ' Qn 
I 
Tnpw- Bands Used 
C- Band HV, L - Ba!1d HV 
C-Band HH, L - band HI! 
All 4 Radar Bands 
All 7 Bands (radar & vis':'ble) 
All 7 Pr i ncipal Componen~ Bands 
First J Principal Components of 
the 7 3and peA 
Table 6 . 8 : Neural Network CLassifications and input 
bands 
The results are presented in Figures 46 t!1I"ol,.;gh 51 . 
It is c l ear from inspecting Figures 46 and 47 that a neural 
network classi f ication based upon the '--npt.:t of only two 
radar bands does not provide usef"-.t l informatioo . In figure 
46, all null categories are represented in black, with only 
one category differentiated by the neural network . Th is 
category, represented in white, appears to be those areas 
whicl1 had very low return values i n the l iV images. 
The neura l network analysis dcne with the input o f tl:e 
like po l arized radar images, Figure 47, resulted in six n\;ll 
categories, represented in wnite and two c l assified 
categories represent.ed in red and blue. The limited nu:nber 
of p i xels categorized prec ludes any worthwhi le conclusions 
from tnis image. 
When al l four radar bands were used as inpu t t.o the 
Self Crganizing ~ap, four categories were different iat.ed, 
wh i l e ,:r.e. ot.he r four nodes produced nu l l categoriet;. 
?igure 48, the null categories are represented in black, tne 
others are represented in red, green, b l ue, and white. 
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\-1hi te appeaytJ t o represen t: those areas which ',o/8 -::-e saturClted 
in the l ike po1arized radar i mages and the blue category 
appears onl y in the 'iiater a reac;, yet does not define al l 
'Nater areas. Th e red and grE':en categories repYec;ent pixe l s 
in residential arcClS, l ar:d fi l l areas, t.he piers of the Navy 
base, d n d areas of h i gh -cetnrn values 1:1 all of the radar 
.Lmages. These re"u l ts dllow l ittle conf i dence in the 
categorization done by the neura l network with the :our 
radar bands as ::nput . 
Figure 49 represents the c l ass i fication of t h e neura l 
network with a l l [our radar bando:; ami t he t hree v i sible 
bands as .ix .put. I n this image the eight nodes produced 
Lhree nu l l categories, represented in il l aex. and f i ve 
r e cognizable categories, represented i!1 red, green, hlue, 
ye l lo'"" and while. Again, ::he wh i te category appears to 
represent ::hose fea::ures wn i.ch have very stro!1g returns 
the like polarized radar imagery. This inc l udes t.he 
southern tip 0: the Navy oase, some of t.he residential 
~reas, and what cou l d be ships at ;Jierside. Blue r epresents 
some of the land fill area, the land surrounding ::he Navy 
a:'rfield, and what is k!1own t.o be a cloud 1a t.he visible 
images. Yel l o',.. and green appear only i!1 areas known to he 
wate'C, yet do not 'Ce lat e to any recognizable feac:ures in the 
original i l:lages. The red category ambiguously represents 
pixels i n the land fil.l a1:-ea, in the water, in residen::ial 
areas. Jnd JIang some roads as well. 
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The neural network run en the seven pr i ncipal component 
bands resu l t ed in four nul l categories, represented in black 
aEd four c l assified categories, represented in red, greel:, 
yellow, and whit e . These results are disp l ayed in Figure 
50 . Once again, white appears to re!?resent a portion of 
t hose areas whi c h had very nearly saturated returns in the 
like polarized radar i magery. Green aEd yellow are 'Tli x ed 
thoroughly together throughout t he residentia l areas of the 
l.mage. The red category represents most of the l and f i ll 
area , some shorelines, many places within :.r.e residentia l 
areas, and an extensive area o n tr.e Navy base including the 
airfield area. 
Finally, FigUre 51 displays tr.e results from the neural 
network a:1a l ys1s using principa l components one, two, and 
three as inputs from the seven band principal component 
analysis. Four Eull categories were classified as well as 
four categories dis!?layed in red, yellow, green, and white. 
The white pixels represent the returns that were saturated 
i n the like polarized images, out in this case t:'ley are more 
clearly broken apart from neighboring pixels. The red 
category appears to represent milch of the coastline in the 
image and also some land fill area as well as the area 
surrounding t:,e air f ield. Ye l low and green pixels in this 
classificatio!1 do not appear to represent any unique 
features. Most of these pixe l s are in the water areas, yet 
SOff.e are in the residential a y.eas as well. 
A summary of the results of the six neural network 
ana l yses are presented in the following table. 
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C-SQnd HV, L-3and lIV 
C-3and HH, L-band HH 
A~l 4 RaciaL" Ba::lds 
All ,I BQr.ds (radar & visible) 
All 7 Pr-=-r:c'pal Co:npo::lent Rands 
-c.-i yst 3 Frir.cipal Components 0: 
the 7 :::land peA 
..:.lll.L ~li..i...e.d 
~
Table 6.9; c.:ategcrizaticn results of neural netlvork 
c:lassifiers 
Th-=-s neu'::'al :le::"Nork QnCllys-:'s :la8 de::lcr:strated that the 
r.ulI'.ber of ca::.egcries def~r.ed by ::.r.e process is h~ghest when 
::.hc focr rada.::' l.;a:1ds ar:d ::.hTee visible bands are used as 
i.l~pct. However, it is no::. cle,:'lr i:1 the output ir.ages tha::. 
"aeh of ::r.e categories cor.sister.::~y rep::::-esents the sa:cte ::ype 
of su.::lace teature. Further study cf smaller, kno~m data 
se::s is requi::::-",d to the categoriza::ion pe::::forr,ed 




This thesis study successfu:ly exp l ored the pr.ocess of 
digitally merging synthetic aperture radar data with visible 
~magery . Th .. v i sible and :cadar data ana l yzed · .... ere recei ved 
[rom co ·· located sensors on L"1e Space Shuttle during the 
STS - 68 S!R-C!X-SAR mi ssion of 3ndeavour in October, 1994. 
The .::-adar data were excelle:lt, including C i'l.nd L band 
frequencies and l ike and cross po l arized .::-eturns from 
horizontally transmitted e l ectromagnetic ' .... aves. The visible 
data used were less than adequate for outstanding :cesults. 
The initial pixe l reso l ution of approximately 37 neters was 
significantly larger than the :<5 meter resolution of the SAR 
data. This result .. d in a signif i cant loss of detail i'l.nd 
information when the visib l e i mage · .... as warped and 
georegistered ::'0 the :cadi'l. r di'l.tJ. The initial geal of 
acquiring radar i'l.nd vL:Jible data co-located in time and 
space proved i m;:>oss i ble. The two images used i n the study 
were separated in tine by a period of 7 hours and 45 
minutes . Ideally, future studies wi l l contain visio l e and 
radar data coincident in boL"1 time and space with identical 
digital resolution. 
In the radar dJta alone, several not"" .... orthy differences 
between frequencies and polarizations were observed. The 
most tactically significant differences were Lle i'l.biLity to 
see ships ' wakes only in like :)olarized images, the abiLity 
to see an a i rfield only in C band frequencies, and the 
ability to see detail within a. particular wetland area only 
in t he L ba:1d images. 
The combination of radar frequencies and 
polarizations i:1 false color composite images succeeded in 
representing most. of the f eatures o f each of the individual 
bands in one image . Figure 20 illustra.tes this feat by 
clearly showing the airfield and ~he wetland area, yet the 
image does not clearly il l ustrate the ships' wakes . 
The combination of the blue visible ba:1d t.o corr,bined 
false color composite irr.ages succ eeded in adding color a nd 
tone variation to the combined radar images. Tois is 
especially evident in Figures 27 through 29 in the water and 
reside ntial portions of toe image . More ground truth is 
requ ired to understa:1d the contributions of the tonal 
variation in the image . 
The reorganization of the data into principal corr,por:ent 
bands was most s uccessful when using only the four radar 
bands as input . The combined false color composite image of 
the first three principal component.s il lus trated in ?igllre 
41 has the best detail resolution of any image in the entire 
analysis. This is most evident in the red returns within 
areas that were sa tClrated i:1 many of the other images and in 
the representation of t.he ships' wakes . This principal 
component analysis succeeded in compressing four bands of 
information into three b a :1ds while retaining all usefu l 
infornation and improving deta.il resolu tion. 
ReS\J, lts of the unsupervised classification attempt 
using neural networks provided limited useful results. 
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each of six separ-ate analyses, classificat i on resulted in 
several nu l l and a mb iguous categories . Although one 
category repeatedly represented what could be ships at 
p i ers ide, t hi s categorization was per f ormed better i :1 [he 
principal cOr:lponent analysis of radar imagery _ Furthe r 
investigation of the neural netwo rk a l gor i thm combined with 





Mu l ti-frequency, multi - po1arizatior. synthetic aperture 
radar data from the SIR - C/X - SAR Space Shuttle mission of 
October. 1994 were ,mccesElLl l ly ft:sed , .... ith visible imagery 
from the same mission . Herged SM and vi;-; lD l e images of the 
Norfolk Navy Base in Norfolk, Virgin i a were ana l yzed by 
combining different bands [ ro:n t~e different spectra in 
fa l se color composite i mages and by perforIT'ing Principa l 
Component Ana l ysis. Several combinations of the different 
radar frequencies and pol arizations, wi th and without 
visible data, demonstrated that tused data sets from 
different par-ts of the e l ectromagnetic spectrum can increase 
the usefu l information c~mtent in an image. Principal 
Component Ani'l.1ysis ' ... an performed using two differe~t data 
Exr:el l ent data reduction and feature enhancement 
result.s were ODtained when using o~ly radar bi'l.nds as i npu t . 
Results were interesting yet ambigl.,;,ous when c ombined radar 
and visihl e data were used as input . Attempts a t. 
unsupervised classification using neura l network a~a lysis 
were not successfu l . [<'urther effort is required in refining 
the n eural net.wo.!:-k classi fication algorithtr., )JDssibly 
i n corporat i ng supervised classification methods. 
A link between the indexing databases of visib l e 
imagery at Johnson Space f l igh t Center i'l.od synL'letic aperture 
radar data at JPL wOl:ld al l cw for greater opti'llization of 




APPENDIX: FIGURES AND IMAGES 
7S 
:~~·i~T 
L ''""'~;,: "~:":=:::::::~'_ ... O<, 
Figure 1: From Kramer [1993 ], SIR-C/X-SAR synthetic 
aperture radar in the payl oad bay of the Space Shuttle 
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General SpeC ies IAII Banas) 
Softwood SpeCies IA i l 8Jrli1SI 
General Spec ies IV[sIOle/lnfrared SandS Onl~1 
Cer'leral Species [Raaar Sanas OnIV) 
10 
NUMBER OF BANDS 
12 14 
From Leckie [19907, Results '.)f forest type 
C",,"8""C""On using s e veral combinations of C and X band 
airborne SAR., and visible iind I R wave l engths from an 






F'igur-e 4 False color compos.ite ot SIR-C radat'" i lnage of 
Mount Pinatubo, Phil i ppine s taken from !>TS - 59, Aprd 1994 
L - band HH is red, L _band HV i.9 green , C _band HV is blue. 
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Figure 5 ; Digi tally combined false color image of radar and 
visible wavelengths of Mount Pinatubo, Philippines taken 
from STS - 59, April 1994 . L-band HH is red, C -band HV is 
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Figure 6 : From Avery a.nd Berlin (19851 , The electroma.gnetic 
spectrum illustra tes t he difference between microwave and 
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Figure 7; From Elachi [1987], Reflection coefficient as a 
function of incidence angle for two materials of different 
indices of refraction. The dashed curve corresponds to 
vertical polarization, the solid curve co:t:responds 
horizontal polarization. 
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Figure 8 : From Elachi {19 &?j , .... acet and Bragg scattering as 































o ill m ~ 4D ~ W ro 
Figure 9 : 
Angle of Incidence (pegrees) 
From Ulaby [1983], Scatter~ng coefficient as a 
function of allgJe of incidence for a horizonta lly polarized 
wave on a sligh t ly rough surf",ce. The three lines represent 
different sizes of roughIless measurements (1). 
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Figure 10 : From Uiaby (1983J, Scat tering caetf"icient as a 
function of angle of incidence f or a ve.z: tically polarized 
wave on a slightly rough surface. The three lines represent 
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Figure Frero Ulaby [1983], Rada r backscatter 
coefficient as a function of angle of illcidence illustrates 
fsr different mediums. (J~ represents the 
the medium, kl represents the 
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:N(IDl~Cl, 0 (~gre~ ~) 
Figure ; 2: From ["iaby {1983], Return power as a tClncti(')n c f 
angle of incidence for several !.ike polarized and cross 
polari~ed conditions 
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Figure 19 : warped medium tormat visible image from Figure 
18 after geo -registra tion to radar image 
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Figure 20: /",11se color composite of srR - C cad." image of 
Norfolk, virgini,' taken from Space Shuttle mission STS- 68 in 
October , 199. . C band HH polarizaooll is ,-ed, C-balld HV 
polarization ii; green, L b.~l1d HV polarization Is blue 
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po.lCl r i2C1t .i on i s green, 
96 
of S LR-C riJ(iiJr ;1'1i' 01G of 
Shuttl e missiOl' S T S - 6 3 in 
i s red , L b and HV 

F'igure 22 False color composj te of SIR-C r adar image of 
Norfolk, Virginia taken from Space Shuttle mission STS-68 in 
October. 1994 c-b,,,,d Iili polarization is red, C-band IiV 
polarization is green, I.-band /tH polarization is blu" 
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Pigure 23: False color composite of SIR-C ("ad"r image of 
Norfo lk, virginiil taken from Space Shuttle mission STS-68 in 
October, 1994. C · band HV polariz<ltion :is red, c.-band HV 
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Figure 25: Histogram o f red, green, and blue pixels from 
visible ima.ge of Norfolk, Vi r ginia in Fi g ure ~9 
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Figure 27 : Radar and visible l"<:lvelength false color 
campORi te of Narfolk, taken from Space 
Shuttle STS - 68 in 1994 . C- band HH 
polarization is red, L -band H!-l polarization i s g reen, blue 
band trom the visible image is blue 
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F'i gure 28: Radar and v i s i b l e wave l ength false color-
compos i te of Norfo lk, Vi rginia taken from Space 
Shuttle STS - 68 in October, 1994 . C - cand HH 
p ol a ri zat i on i s r e d , L -band HV pol arization i s green, blue 
band from the v i s i b le image is b l ue 
!O3 

Figure 29 : Radar and visib.le wavelength false color 
composite image of Norfolk, Virgin ia taken from Spwce 
Shuttle mission 5TS - 68 in October, 1994. C-band HV 
polariza tion is red, L - band HH polari zation is green, blue 
band from the visible image is blue 
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Figllre 30 : Radar and visible wavelength false color 
composite of Norfolk , taken from Space 
Shuttle STS-68 in 1994. C - band HH 
polarization is red, green band from the visible image is 




















Figure 31 : Scatterplot o f C- band HH p i x el brightness vs 






Figure 35: Fo urth principal component i ma ge o f' Norfolk, 
Vi r ginia. rnput fo r pri ncipal compo nent analysi s 'Nas f our 
radar bands and three visibl e color bands 
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Fif t h princ ipal component i mage o f lllorfolk, 
I npu t f or princi pal c ompon e n t analysi s was [our 
r ada r b a nds a n d t h r ee visible color band s 
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Figure 38 : Seventh principal component image of Norfolk , 
Virginia. Input for principal component analysis was four 
radar bands and three visible color bands 
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Figure 39: Fals e color composite image of f irst three 
p r:i ncipal compon ent b"lnds o u t of seven, imdge i s of Norfolk, 
Virginia. Input for principal componen t analysis was f ou r 
radar bands and three vi s ible color bands . First principal 
c omponent is red, second principal componcnt is green, third 












Figure 45: From Chiuderi [1994J, Visual representation of 
neurons in a neural network classifier. Input nodes 
represent pixels of original 1.mage 
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Fi gure 46: .~ e s111ts o f n e ural net:..ork analys l s based on th e 
inpu t of C-ba nd HV and L - b "md HV r adar. s e v en n u ll 
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Figure <17 .' Resul ts of neural ne twork analysis based on the 
input o f C-band HH and L-band HH radar. six null categories 




Figure 48: Results of neural network analysis based on the 
input of all tour radar bands. Four null categories are 
represented in black. four classified categories are 
represented in red, green, blue, and white 
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Figure 49 : Results of neural network analysis based on the 
input of all four radar bands and all tllree visible bands. 
Three null categories are represented in black, five 
classified categories are represented in red, green, blue, 
yelloW, and white 
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Figure 50 : Results of neural network analysis based on the 
input of seven principal component bands. Inputs to 
principal component analysis were all four radar bands and 
all three visibl e bands . Four null categories are 
represented in b lack, four classifie d. categorie s are 
represented in red, green, yellow , and white 
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repre,;en t ed in b l ack , [GUY classi fi e d 
~epresen ted i n red, g~e en, yellow, and 
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